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Czechoslovak Diplomacy and the Gulag Deportation of Czechoslovak Citizens to the USSR and the Negotiation for their
Repatriation, 1945-1953 Central European University Press After the entry of the Red Army into Czechoslovak territory in
1945, Red Army authorities began to arrest and deport Czechoslovak citizens to labor camps in the Soviet Union. The
regions most aﬀected were Eastern and South Slovakia and Prague. The Czechoslovak authorities repeatedly
requested a halt to the deportations and that the deported Czechoslovaks be returned immediately. It took a long time
before these protests generated any response. Czechoslovak Diplomacy and the Gulag focuses on the diplomatic and
political aspects of the deportations. The author explains the steps taken by the Czechoslovak Government in the
repatriation agenda from 1945 to 1953 and reconstructs the negotiations with the Soviets. The research tries to
answer the question of why and how the Russians deported the civilian population from Czechoslovakia which was
their allied country already during the war. Key words: 1. World War, 1939–1945—Deportations from Czechoslovakia. 2.
Forced labor—Soviet Union—History. 3. Labor camps—Soviet Union—History. 4. Czechs—Soviet Union—History. 5.
Slovaks—Soviet Union—History. 6. Czechoslovakia—Foreign relations—Soviet Union. 7. Soviet Union—Foreign
relations—Czechoslovakia. 8. Czechoslovakia—Foreign relations—1945–1992. 9. Repatriation—Czechoslovakia—History.
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Slovakia in History Cambridge University Press Until the dissolution of Czechoslovakia, Slovakia's identity seemed
inextricably linked with that of the former state. This book explores the key moments and themes in the history of
Slovakia from the Duchy of Nitra's ninth-century origins to the establishment of independent Slovakia at midnight
1992–3. Leading scholars chart the gradual ethnic awakening of the Slovaks during the Reformation and CounterReformation and examine how Slovak national identity took shape with the codiﬁcation of standard literary Slovak in
1843 and the subsequent development of the Slovak national movement. They show how, after a thousand years of
Magyar-Slovak coexistence, Slovakia became part of the new Czechoslovak state from 1918–39, and shed new light on
its role as a Nazi client state as well as on the postwar developments leading up to full statehood in the aftermath of
the collapse of communism in 1989. There is no comparable book in English on the subject. International Relations
since 1945 East, West, North, South SAGE Introducing the key events and developments in international relations, this
authoritative and engaging book provides students with a clear understanding of the contemporary issues in
international politics. Putting the foundations and contexts of International Relations at your ﬁngertips, this Eighth
Edition: Provides an account of the world as it has evolved up to 1945 Extended coverage of topics including
population, gender and the environment Includes expanded material on the theory of international relations Includes
new learning resources, including an ‘alternative perspectives’ box in each chapter Supports research with fully
updated and annotated further reading lists Praised for its detail and tone, International Relations since 1945 is ideal
for providing undergraduates with a historical background as they approach international relations. Sexual Liberation,
Socialist Style Communist Czechoslovakia and the Science of Desire, 1945–1989 Cambridge University Press Eastern
Eurpoe in the Cold War enjoyed its sexual liberation. In Czechoslovakia, this liberation came from above, mediated by
experts. National Cleansing Retribution Against Nazi Collaborators in Postwar Czechoslovakia Cambridge University Press
National Cleansing, ﬁrst published in 2005, examines the prosecution of suspected war criminals in Czechoslovakia
after World War II. Europe's Troubled Peace 1945 to the Present John Wiley & Sons This revised second edition now
extends to the end of the ﬁrst decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century, covering the ﬁnancial crisis and the related crisis in
European integration, the impact of the “War on Terror” on Europe, and the redeﬁnition of Europe following EU
enlargement. Thoroughly revised and expanded, this integrated history of Europe now covers the end of the Second
World War up to the end of the ﬁrst decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century Includes new sections on immigration and
ethnicity in Europe after the Cold War, and the role of historical memory in contemporary Europe A ﬁnal new chapter
assesses the role of Europe within the wider world of the twenty-ﬁrst century, the ﬁnancial crisis and the related crisis
in European integration, the impact of the “War on Terror” on Europe, and the redeﬁnition of Europe following EU
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enlargement Covers the history of central and eastern Europe in depth, as well as that of Western Europe Discusses in
detail the impact of the Cold War across the continent Small Nations in Times of Crisis and Confrontation SUNY Press
The question is, how should small states behave under pressure? The analysis is of three cases: Czechoslavakia in
1938, Poland from 1939 to 1945, and Finland in 1940 and 41. The author is scrupulous in not drawing too many general
lessons from these cases, but the imprudence of overreliance on great power protection and of ceding to justiﬁcations
for surrender based on self-determination are made clear. Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20 years and how they will aﬀect
the United States. This is the ﬁfth installment in the National Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a
framework for thinking about possible futures and their implications. The report is intended to stimulate strategic
thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories
during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical trends and potential discontinuities. The authors distinguish
between megatrends, those factors that will likely occur under any scenario, and game-changers, critical variables
whose trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included in Global Trends 2030,
including: a review of the four previous Global Trends reports, input from academic and other experts around the
world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the potential trajectories for the US role in the
international system and the possible the impact on future international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1
Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and the
Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL
LANDSCAPE 12 Diﬀusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF
HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking Number of Youthful
Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food,
Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 Game-Changers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The Plight
of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46
The Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND
OPENNESS 53 NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55 The
Potential for Increased Conﬂict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59 Interstate Conﬂict: Chances Rising
61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75
East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030?
79 Latin America: More Prosperous but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New Technologies 83 Information
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Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90 Health
Technologies 95 The Role of the United States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for the United States'
Global Role 101 Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate World 128
Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from businesses to banks,
government agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to the teaching sector, and more. This publication helps
anticipate where the world will be: socially, politically, technologically, and culturally over the next few decades.
Keywords: Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030, Global Trends series, National Intelligence
Council, global trajectories, global megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes Czechoslovakia in Africa, 1945-1968
Palgrave Macmillan This book explores Czechoslovakia's diplomatic relations with African states and places them within a
wider Cold War historiography, providing contextual background information on the evolution of communist
Czechoslovakia's pro-Soviet foreign policy orientation. This shift in Soviet foreign policy made Africa a priority for the
Soviet bloc. Politics of the Past The Use and Abuse of History Austerities and Aspirations A Comparative History of
Growth, Consumption, and Quality of Life in East Central Europe since 1945 Central European University Press This
monograph provides an analysis of the economic performance and living standard in Czechoslovakia and its successor
states, Hungary, and Poland since 1945. The novelty of the book lies in its broad comparative perspective: it places
East Central Europe in a wider European framework that underlines the themes of regional disparities and European
commonalities. Going beyond the traditional growth paradigm, the author systematically studies the historical
patterns of consumption, leisure, and quality of life—aspects that Tomka argues can best be considered in relation to
one other. By adopting this “triple approach,” he undertakes a truly interdisciplinary research drawing from history,
economics, sociology, and demography. As a result of Tomka’s three-pillar comparative analysis, the book makes a
major contribution to the debates on the dynamics of economic growth in communist and postcommunist East Central
Europe, on the socialist consumer culture along with its transformation after 1990, and on how the accounts on East
Central Europe can be integrated into the emerging ﬁeld of historical quality of life research. Labor in State-Socialist
Europe, 1945–1989 Contributions to a History of Work Central European University Press Labor regimes under communism
in East-Central Europe were complex, shifting, and ambiguous. This collection of sixteen essays oﬀers new conceptual
and empirical ways to understand their history from the end of World War II to 1989, and to think about how their
experiences relate to debates about labor history, both European and global. The authors reconsider the history of
state socialism by re-examining the policies and problems of communist regimes and recovering the voices of the
workers who built them. The contributors look at work and workers in Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German
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Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia. They explore the often contentious relationship
between politics and labor policy, dealing with diverse topics including workers’ safety and risks; labor rights and
protests; working women’s politics and professions; migrant workers and social welfare; attempts to control workers’
behavior and stem unemployment; and cases of incomplete, compromised, or even abandoned processes of
proletarianization. Workers are presented as active agents in resisting and supporting changes in labor policies, in
choosing allegiances, and in deﬁning the very nature of work. Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds : a Publication of
the National Intelligence Council U.S. Government Printing Oﬃce This report is intended to stimulate thinking about the
rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories over the next 15
years. As with the NIC's previous Global Trends reports, we do not seek to predict the future, which would be an
impossible feat, but instead provide a framework for thinking about possible futures and their implications. In-depth
research, detailed modeling and a variety of analytical tools drawn from public, private and academic sources were
employed in the production of Global Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged with experts in nearly 20 countries, from
think tanks, banks, government oﬃces and business groups, to solicit reviews of the report. Eastern Europe
Transformation and Revolution, 1945-1991 : Documents and Analyses D C Heath & Company The United States, the
Soviet Union and the Geopolitical Implications of the Origins of the Cold War Anthem Press ‘The United States, the
Soviet Union and the Geopolitical Implications of the Origins of the Cold War, 1945–1949’ describes how the United
States and the Soviet Union deployed their hard and soft power resources to create the basis for the
institutionalization of the international order in the aftermath of World War Two. The book argues that the origins of
the Cold War should not be seen from the perspective of a magniﬁed spectrum of conﬂict but should be regarded as a
process by which the superpowers attempted to forge a normative framework capable of sustaining their geopolitical
needs and interests in the post-war scenario. ‘The United States, the Soviet Union and the Geopolitical Implications of
the Origins of the Cold War, 1945–1949’ examines how the use of ideology and the instrument of political intervention
in the spheres of inﬂuence managed by the superpowers were conducive to the establishment of a stable international
order. It postulates that the element of conﬂict present in the early period of the Cold War served to demarcate the
scope of manoeuvring available to each of the superpowers and studies the notion that the United States and the
Soviet Union were primarily interested in establishing the conditions for the accomplishment of their vital geostrategic
interests. This required the implementation of social norms imposed in the respective spheres of inﬂuence, a factor
that provided certainty to the spectrum of interstate relations after the period of turmoil that culminated with the
onset of World War Two. Empire of Friends Soviet Power and Socialist Internationalism in Cold War Czechoslovakia
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Cornell University Press The familiar story of Soviet power in Cold War Eastern Europe focuses on political repression and
military force. But in Empire of Friends, Rachel Applebaum shows how the Soviet Union simultaneously promoted a
policy of transnational friendship with its Eastern Bloc satellites to create a cohesive socialist world. This friendship
project resulted in a new type of imperial control based on cross-border contacts between ordinary citizens. In a new
and fascinating story of cultural diplomacy, interpersonal relations, and the trade of consumer-goods, Applebaum
tracks the rise and fall of the friendship project in Czechoslovakia, as the country evolved after World War II from the
Soviet Union's most loyal satellite to its most rebellious. Throughout Eastern Europe, the friendship project shaped the
most intimate aspects of people's lives, inﬂuencing everything from what they wore to where they traveled to whom
they married. Applebaum argues that in Czechoslovakia, socialist friendship was surprisingly durable, capable of
surviving the ravages of Stalinism and the Soviet invasion that crushed the 1968 Prague Spring. Eventually, the project
became so successful that it undermined the very alliance it was designed to support: as Soviets and Czechoslovaks
got to know one another, they discovered important cultural and political diﬀerences that contradicted propaganda
about a cohesive socialist world. Empire of Friends reveals that the sphere of everyday life was central to the
construction of the transnational socialist system in Eastern Europe—and, ultimately, its collapse. Manufacturing a
Socialist Modernity Housing in Czechoslovakia, 1945-1960 University of Pittsburgh Press Eastern European prefabricated
housing blocks are often viliﬁed as the visible manifestations of everything that was wrong with state socialism. For
many inside and outside the region, the uniformity of these buildings became symbols of the dullness and drudgery of
everyday life. Manufacturing a Socialist Modernity complicates this common perception. Analyzing the cultural,
intellectual, and professional debates surrounding the construction of mass housing in early postwar Czechoslovakia,
Zarecor shows that these housing blocks served an essential function in the planned economy and reﬂected an
interwar aesthetic, derived from constructivism and functionalism, that carried forward into the 1950s. With a focus on
prefabricated and standardized housing built from 1945 to 1960, Zarecor oﬀers broad and innovative insights into the
country’s transition from capitalism to state socialism. She demonstrates that during this shift, architects and
engineers consistently strove to meet the needs of Czechs and Slovaks despite challenging economic conditions, a lack
of material resources, and manufacturing and technological limitations. In the process, architects were asked to put
aside their individual creative aspirations and transform themselves into technicians and industrial producers.
Manufacturing a Socialist Modernity is the ﬁrst comprehensive history of architectural practice and the emergence of
prefabricated housing in the Eastern Bloc. Through discussions of individual architects and projects, as well as building
typologies, professional associations, and institutional organization, it opens a rare window into the cultural and
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economic life of Eastern Europe during the early postwar period. The Rights of the Roma Cambridge University Press
Explores the evolving human rights of Roma in Eastern Europe's recent history, and the complex politics of Roma rights
today. Eastern Europe in 1968 Responses to the Prague Spring and Warsaw Pact Invasion Springer This collection of
thirteen essays examines reactions in Eastern Europe to the Prague Spring and Warsaw Pact invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968. Countries covered include the Soviet Union and speciﬁc Soviet republics (Ukraine, Moldavia,
the Baltic States), together with two chapters on Czechoslovakia and one each on East Germany, Poland, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Romania, Yugoslavia and Albania. The individual contributions explain why most of these communist regimes
opposed Alexander Dubček’s reforms and supported the Soviet-led military intervention in August 1968, and why some
stood apart. They also explore public reactions in Eastern Europe to the events of 1968, including instances of popular
opposition to the crushing of the Prague Spring, expressions of loyalty to Soviet-style socialism, and cases of
indiﬀerence or uncertainty. Among the many complex legacies of the East European ‘1968’ was the development of
new ways of thinking about regional identity, state borders, de-Stalinisation and the burdens of the past. Historical
Review of Developments Relating to Aggression United Nations Publications This report was prepared for the Working
Group on the Crime of Aggression at the 8th session of Preparatory Commission, held in September-October 2001. The
paper consists of four parts relating to: the Nuremberg tribunal; tribunals establish pursuant to Control Council Law
number 10; the Tokyo tribunal; and the United Nations. Annexes contain tables regarding aggression by a State and
individual responsibility for crimes against peace. The paper seeks to provide an objective, analytical overview of the
history and major developments relating to aggression, both before and after the adoption of the UN Charter. The Role
of Ideology in the Origins of the Cold War Lulu.com The Jews of Bohemia and Moravia Facing the Holocaust U of Nebraska
Press Published by the University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, and Yad Vashem, Jerusalem “We were both small nations
whose existence could never be taken for granted,” Vaclav Havel said of the Czechs and the Jews of Israel in 1990, and
indeed, the complex and intimate link between the fortunes of these two peoples is unique in European history. This
book, by one of the world’s leading authorities on the history of Czech and Slovak Jewry during the Nazi period, is the
ﬁrst to thoroughly document this singular relationship and to trace its impact, both practical and profound, on the fate
of the Jews of Bohemia and Moravia during the Holocaust. Livia Rothkirchen provides a detailed and comprehensive
history of how Nazi rule in the Czech lands was shaped as much by local culture and circumstances as by military
policy. The extraordinary nature of the Czech Jews’ experience emerges clearly in chapters on the role of the Jewish
minority in Czech life; the crises of the Munich agreement and the German occupation, the reaction of the local
population to the persecution of the Jews, the policies of the London-based government in exile, the question of Jewish
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resistance, and the special case of the Terezin (Theresienstadt) ghetto. The Jews of Bohemia and Moravia is based on a
wealth of primary documents, many uncovered only after the 1989 November Revolution. With an epilogue on the
post-1945 period, this richly woven historical narrative supplies information essential to an understanding of the
history of the Jews in Europe. The Struggle for Europe The Turbulent History of a Divided Continent, 1945 to the
Present Anchor A history of post-World War II Europe documents its political and social struggles, considering the war's
impact on European society, the role of the U.S. and the former Soviet Union in postwar settlement, and the
contributions of such leaders as Charles de Gaulle and Margaret Thatcher. Reprint. 12,500 ﬁrst printing. Geography,
Science and National Identity Scotland Since 1520 Cambridge University Press Using Scotland as an exemplar, the author
explores the relationship between geographical knowledge and national identity. The Soviet Economy and the Red
Army, 1930-1945 Greenwood Publishing Group This book traces the rebirth of the Soviet economy from 1930 to 1945 to
provide weapons to defend the nation against Hitler. The Origins of the Second World War Manchester University Press
Victor Rothwell examines the origins of World War II, from the ﬂawed peace settlement in 1919 to the start of the true
world war at Pearl Harbor in 1941. He asks many important questions. Why did the cause of peace advance in the
1920s, only to be stopped in its tracks and threatened with reversal by the Great Depression?; what was the nature of
Nazi thinking about war, foreign policy, and the policy of appeasement that sought to accommodate the Third Reich
without again going to war? He also examines the events in the Far East at the time, and draws a contrast between the
role of the US and the Far East throughout the 1930s. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved. Orderly and
Humane The Expulsion of the Germans After the Second World War More than 12 million German-speaking civilians in
Europe were driven from their homes in the wake of WWII, yet barely anyone noticed or remembers English
Conservatism Since the Restoration An Introduction and Anthology Routledge English conservatism since the
Restoration provides both the most incisive short account of the doctrine of conservatism available, and a selection of
extracts from key writings to elucidate its argument. Robert Eccleshall traces the history of the doctrine from its
origins in divine-right monarchy to the current preoccupation with the enterprise culture. Challenging the accepted
view of conservatives as pragmatists who eschew philosophical abstractions, he argues that they have been consistent
in selectively using principles to construct a distinctive image of the social order. They have emphasisized, on the one
hand, the military virtues of duty, obedience, loyalty and submission to the authority of the state, and, on the other,
the need for political leadership by a ''natural aristocracy'' or entrepeneurial elite. Also highlighted is the persistent
and continuing tension within the Conservative Party between, on the one hand free-marketeers, and on the other
patrician Tories, who favour government intervention in the economy and the ''One Nation'' approach to the social
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order. The conservative writers from whose works extracts are provided include Bolingbroke, Burke, Peel, Shaftesbury,
Chamberlain, Macmillan, Butler, Tebbit and Thatcher,but also lesser known ﬁgures often ignored by other scholars.The
breadth of coverage of the book and its accessibility will make it invaluable for students of politics and history and
indeed anyone interested in political ideas. The Emergence of Modern Japan An Introductory History Since 1853
Routledge An understanding of her recent history is crucial to any eﬀective working relationship with contemporary
Japan. This striking new Introduction will therefore be of interest and relevance to a much wider readership than the
students of history for whom it is primarily designed. In it, Janet Hunter focuses on the years of 1853, when the outer
world broke through Japan's long-standing self-imposed isolation, to 1952, when the postwar settlement and economic
recovery set her family on the road to her present status as an economic superpower. Czechoslovakia and the Czech
Republic in World Politics Lexington Books This book describes and analyzes the Czechoslovak and Czech positions in the
international system during the course of the 20th century. The authors focus on the key periods and turning points in
the role of the small Central European state in the international system as well as on the signiﬁcant actors formulating
Czechoslovak foreign policy from the inside and inﬂuencing it from the outside. The second part of the book is
analytical and focuses on the key issues regarding the change of the position of Czechoslovakia and the Czech Republic
after 1993 in world politics. It also tracks the formulation of Czech foreign policy priorities and strategies in today's
globalized world after the end of bipolar confrontation. Postwar A History of Europe Since 1945 Random House FINALIST
FOR THE PULITZER AWARD A magisterial and acclaimed history of post-war Europe, from Germany to Poland, from
Western Europe to Eastern Europe, selected as one of New York Times Ten Best Books of the Year Europe in 1945 was
drained. Much of the continent was devastated by war, mass slaughter, bombing and chaos. Large areas of Eastern
Europe were falling under Soviet control, exchanging one despotism for another. Today, the Soviet Union is no more
and the democracies of the European Union reach as far as the borders of Russia itself. Postwar tells the rich and
complex story of how we got from there to here, demystifying Europe's recent history and identity, of what the
continent is and has been. ‘It is hard to imagine how a better - and more readable - history of the emergence of today's
Europe from the ashes of 1945 could ever be written...All in all, a real masterpiece’ Ian Kershaw, author of Hitler
Britain on the Breadline A Social and Political History of Britain Between the Wars Sutton Pub Limited Art beyond Borders
Artistic Exchange in Communist Europe (1945?1989 Central European University Press This book presents and analyzes
artistic interactions both within the Soviet bloc and with the West between 1945 and 1989. During the Cold War the
exchange of artistic ideas and products united Europe?s avant-garde in a most remarkable way. Despite the Iron
Curtain and national and political borders there existed a constant ﬂow of artists, artworks, artistic ideas and
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practices. The geographic borders of these exchanges have yet to be clearly deﬁned. How were networks, centers,
peripheries (local, national and international), scales, and distances constructed? How did (neo)avant-garde
tendencies relate with oﬃcially sanctioned socialist realism? The literature on the art of Eastern Europe provides a
great deal of factual knowledge about a vast cultural space, but mostly through the prism of stereotypes and national
preoccupations. By discussing artworks, studying the writings on art, observing artistic evolution and artists?
strategies, as well as the inﬂuence of political authorities, art dealers and art critics, the essays in Art beyond Borders
compose a transnational history of arts in the Soviet satellite countries in the post war period. ÿ The Miracle Game W.
W. Norton & Company The witness in 1948 to a baﬄing event labled by Catholic townspeople as a miracle and by the
Communist Party as a fraud, cynical Czech Danny Smiricky ﬁnds himself drawn into an investigation of the event
twenty years later during the 1968 Prague Spring Art Since Mid-century 1945 to the Present Discusses such art styles
as modernism, abstract expressionism, minimalism, Light Art, Resurgent Realism, and more 1968: The World
Transformed Cambridge University Press 1968: The World Transformed presents a global perspective on the tumultuous
events of the most crucial year in the era of the Cold War. By interpreting 1968 as a transnational phenomenon,
authors from Europe and the United States explain why the crises of 1968 erupted almost simultaneously throughout
the world. Together, the eighteen chapters provide an interdisciplinary and comparative approach to the rise and fall
of protest movements worldwide. The book represents an eﬀort to integrate international relations, the role of media,
and the cross-cultural exchange of people and ideas into the history of that year. 1968 emerges as a global
phenomenon because of the linkages between domestic and international aﬀairs, the powerful inﬂuence of the media,
the networks of communication among activists, and the shared opposition to the domestic and international status
quo in the name of freedom and self-determination. The History of Political and Social Concepts A Critical Introduction
Oxford University Press on Demand Since the 1960s, German scholars have developed distinctive methods for writing the
history of political, social, and philosophical concepts. This work is a critical introduction to this emerging genre: the
history of political and social concepts, or Begriﬀsgeschichte. Collective Identities and Post-War Violence in Europe,
1944–48 Reshaping the Nation Springer Nature This book analyses the process of ‘reshaping’ liberated societies in
post-1945 Europe. Post-war societies tried to solve three main questions immediately after the dark times of
occupation: Who could be considered a patriot and a valuable member of the respective national community? How
could relations between men and women be (re-)established? How could the respective society strengthen national
cohesion? Violence in rather diﬀerent forms appeared to be a powerful tool for such a complex reshaping of societies.
The chapters are based on present primary research about speciﬁc cases and consider the diﬀerent political, mental,
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and cultural developments in various nation-states between 1944 and 1948. Examples from Italy, France, Norway,
Denmark, Greece, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary demonstrate a new comparative and
fascinating picture of post-war Europe. This perspective overcomes the notorious East-West dividing line, without
covering the manifold diﬀerences between individual European countries. COLD WAR IN THE SOVIET BLOC History of
the Jews in the Bohemian Lands BRILL In History of the Jews in the Bohemian Lands, Martin Wein traces the interaction
of Czechs and Jews, but also of German-speakers, Slovaks, and other groups in the Bohemian lands and in
Czechoslovakia throughout the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century.
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